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            Bradleys Both Community Pr imary schoo l  

  
Dear Children, Parents & Staff,   
  
Science Fair comes to Bradleys Both  
Very well done to all those children and families who supported our first ever Science Fair which was held in 
school on Tuesday.  The children amazed us all with their enthusiasm, interest and gained knowledge in 
extending their learning in Science through this event.  A big thank you to Miss Wright who as a member of 
the Craven Partnership has collaborated with other local schools and organised this event.  We had lemon 
batteries, working digestive systems and erupting volcanoes galore! One of our Governors, Katja Rudden 
judged the projects in her capacity as a Science Education Adviser.  It was great to see so many parents 
and families supporting the event and coming to view the projects at the end of the day.  Three project 
teams were chosen as winners to represent our school next week at South Craven Secondary School where 
they will compete against teams from other local schools. The winning projects were:   

 BRONZE MEDAL WINNERS - ‘Lemon batteries’ - Henry, Samuel & Will   

 SILVER MEDAL WINNERS - ‘DNA’ - Xander, Eadie, Matilda & Charlotte   

 GOLD MEDAL WINNERS - ‘Moons’ - Emme, Annabel, Sylvie, Penny & Florence  
  
End of Year 6 Results  
Year 6 children across the country received their end of Key Stage 2 SATs results this week with 59% 
nationally meeting the age-related expectations in all three subjects: Reading, Writing and 
Mathematics.  After a very challenging two-year period and a lot of hard work by children and staff in 
schools this should surely be celebrated.  Our children and staff team have shown real resilience throughout 
the years and a great deal of positivity in their approach to catching up on lost learning.  We are all very 
proud of our children’s individual outcomes at Bradleys Both which has resulted in 75% of our Year 6 cohort 
meeting age related expectations across all three subjects Reading, Writing and Mathematics.  This is a real 
reflection of the hard work that has been carried out. Well done everyone!  
  
Summer Library Challenge  
We welcomed Sally and Sarah from the North Yorkshire Library Service to school on Thursday to introduce 
our children to the Summer Library Challenge.  This year the challenge is focused on the children becoming 
‘Gadgeteers’.  Do see the leaflets sent home yesterday with your child for a whole series of fun and exciting 
events being held jointly between the library and Town Hall.  The children’s challenge is to try and read 6 
books over the summer period that have been borrowed from one of the local libraries.  I know many of the 
children enjoy reading so much that they are likely to blitz this target in the first few weeks!  Good luck 
everyone and enjoy the free events being organised over the Summer.    
  
New Class Transition Day   
The children will spend a day in their new September class on Tuesday 12th July,  working with their new 
class teacher.  We will start and finish the day in our current classes with the children meting their new 
class group after our morning assembly.  Staff will be around at the end of the day on the playground if you 
would like to come and introduce yourself to them.   
  
Year 6 Enterprise Summer Sale   
Just a quick reminder that the Year 6 Enterprise Summer sale will take place on Thursday 14th July both 
during school for each class to visit and again at 3.30pm.  Information and costs of the different projects 
have been shared by letter this week. Good luck Year 6!  
  
Year 6 Residential to Marrick Priory  
Our Year 6 children are heading off to their residential on Friday 15th July.   The programme for the few 
days away looks exciting and fun and will provide a time for team building and personal challenge.    
  
I wish everyone a happy, hot, and safe weekend.   
  
Kind regards  
Mr B Rogers   
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This week our affirmation was ‘I use kind words to express my feelings’.  We have looked at the importance 
of using kind words when we talk to each other in class and at break times. Our words are powerful!  What 
we say can make others feel all sorts of emotions: happy, excited, proud, confident, anxious, upset, sad or 
cross.  If we use unkind words we can hurt other people’s feelings – even if we don’t mean to – and make 
them feel sad. This can be hard when we feel frustrated or cross so when we feel like this we can STOP, 
take a few big, deep breaths until we feel calm and then Speak.  If we use kind words to express our  
feelings, we will feel good and others around us will feel good too! 

I hope you all have a lovely weekend. 

Mrs Midgley 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BELL CLASS 
We have had another exciting week of learning in class 1. In English, we have written our own  
African counting book based on the story of “We all went on safari.” In Maths this week, we have focused 
on creating our own magic number lines to find the difference between smallest and largest numbers. What 
fun we had during Geography—we enjoyed a delicious French food tasting afternoon…..sampling delights 
such as Pain au Chocolate, French stick with Camembert and Brie cheeses washed down with hot chocolate! 
Everyone tried everything and many loved the cheeses! In PE we joined with class 2 to practice our races 
for Sports Day. Today with Mrs Daniell, we focussed on positive thinking and the saying “Always look on the 
bright side of life!” 
REMINDER– It’s our Ugly Bug Ball on Monday and the children can come in their costumes all day. 
Pupil of the week: George for outstanding outwork, very meticulous and detailed. 
Resilience Award: Caitlyn for her perseverance and effort in trying to complete the Year 2 topic of 
“Finding the difference” 
 
FRANKLIN CLASS 

 We've had a busy week in Class 2, and it's been nice to have Miss Wright back in the classroom too. This 
week in English we have continued to think about letters. Year 2 children have written a letter to Mr  
Pearson to tell him all about themselves and the Year 1 children have written to another Year 1 in Class 1 to 
tell them all about Class 2. In Maths we have been reminding ourselves of measuring length, mass and  
capacity. We've also been using partially numbered scales to measure with. We combined Science and Art 
together and used some plants outside to do some observational drawings. We also created collages of 
plants and flowers too. Yesterday afternoon we created posters about South Africa, using our knowledge 
that we have learned a few weeks ago. 
Pupil of the week: April for her fantastic letter writing. 
Resilience Award: Sienna for really trying hard with measuring using weighing scales. 
 
EDISON CLASS 
We have had a super week in class three! Our week started with a school trip to Malham, we had lots of fun 
whilst learning lots about the countryside we live in. We took a short walk from the centre of Malham to 
Malham cove; on the way, we discussed plants, trees, seeds, rock formations, how Malham cove was formed 
and what time lunch was… After lunch, the sun came out and the children had a brilliant experience river 
dipping, fishing for invertebrates analysing how clean Malham beck is. We all got a little wet but found that 
the beck is extremely clean, we caught invertebrates that only live in clean, nutritious water. An excellent 
discovery and some great learning for all. Of course, no trip is complete without a singsong or sleep on the 
coach on the way home! Big thank you to Claire Throup for assisting us on the day. 
In class this week, we have been busy learning about including horizontal, vertical, parallel and perpendicular 
lines as well as identifying and describing 2d and 3d shapes in maths. In English, our focus has been explana-
tion texts, we have been learning to use a variety of conjunctions to extend and join clauses. In geography, 
we studied tsunamis; how they occur, where they happen and what to do if they do happen. The children we 
fascinated and applied their knowledge of earthquakes to develop their understanding. 
I hope you all have a lovely weekend. 
Pupil of the week – Winnie for always working extremely hard, contributing and asking great  
questions. 
Resilience award – Minnie for working hard to improve her recall of her timetables. 
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NEWTON CLASS 
What a busy week in Newton Class 4! The children all worked really hard on their projects for the Science 
Fair and were so excited to share them. It was really interesting listening to them explain to the judge the 
science behind their presentations and showing their understanding. In class we are learning about humans 
and have started with the names of teeth and their different uses, this will lead on to digestion. 
In maths we have revised areas that need consolidating, including multiplying and dividing by powers of 10 
with decimals and balancing equations. We also practised long multiplication remembering the value of the 
number we were multiplying. 
In English we read a poem about the journey of a river, which used vivid imagery to compare the different 
stages. It also used personification. The children were really inspired and created their own ideas of what 
the river reminded them of: a bubble bath, or tears trickling down a face. We word processed them which 
the children also enjoyed. 
Our ICT lesson was fun, we learnt and practised coding using Scratch which caused great excitement. 
Scratch is free so the children can continue at home if they would like. 
Pupil of the week: Janie for super poetry writing 
Resilience Award: Emme for learning how to use a chrome book and the scratch program 
 
DARWIN CLASS 
What an exciting week with the SATs results and the Science Fair!  Huge congratulations to all children in 
Year 6 - I am so proud of each and every one of you!  Regards the Science Fair, lots of children from Class 5 
were involved, and we even had some winners!  I think it's fair to say that the whole school enjoyed the 
experience, and we were all so proud of the effort that all children put into it.  Fabulous.  Alongside this, 
Year 6s have been busily finalising their products, figuring out sale prices, and working out their profit 
margins...there were many a debate within the groups about the sale prices.  Meanwhile, Year 5s have been 
working out the profit made from season 2 of their theme parks and deciding on new purchases for season 
3.  Next week, we should have the project completed and a winning group will be announced!  Some of our 
Year 6 children were on transition at South Craven on Monday, and though we missed them, it was lovely to 
hear all their excitement about it when they returned on Wednesday.  The children have been enjoying 
making their carnival masks - all very unique and an expression of themselves.  Finally, the Year 6s have been 
preparing and rehearsing for their Celebration Assembly, which will be held on the last Thursday of term. 
On Thursday between 2 and 4pm we have our Enterprise Summer Sale - please do come anytime from 3.30pm 
to see what the children have managed to sell!   
Pupil of the Week:  Eva for always bringing so bubbly, and for making us laugh so much with her 
assembly rehearsal! 
Resilience Award:  Florence and Isla for their piano duet practice and perseverance!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


